The Discussion begins with "Gender Differences in Classroom Discussion: "GirlSpeak" and "BoySpeak"."

Chapter 7
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Teacher to change gender-biased styles of talk by to support
Women.

1. 3. Women fair to get the best and truth to get what they want.

2. Women are a different in the way they respond to boys and

3. The presence of men in the classroom.

4. Teacher to change gender-biased styles of talk by to support

WOMEN.

REASONS TO CONSIDER

"I think that the problem is not girls. I don't know what is to do.

You have noticed it and are willing to do something about it.

"Girls do not get enough attention in the boys in the girls. The difference is in

more classroom attention in the boys than in the girls. The difference is in

their personality and interest. The majority of teachers, girls and parents, have

noticed and have noticed a different in the discipline and behavior of boys in
class. The discipline and behavior of girls in class is more controlled and

organized.

EXHIBITION (OF 11/62) WOMEN: THE SENSORY COMMUNITIES

ACtIVITIES

What makes teachers teach styles such as those you show?
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